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Abstract 

For our previous project where we had to develop a coherent group concept piece the 

theme we went for was steampunk however, after reviewing the outcome and options 

available to us we felt it appropriate to change the theme. This report is an ongoing 

documentation of the progress across ANM4300. Including developing the theme progress 

on creating the work and any supporting pieces towards a final scene. Within the group 

there is four members that consist of Myself, Sarah Gale, Kyle Smith and Tyler Sherlock.  
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15th January 2017 

Reading over the brief for Anm4300 a wide range of possibilities in terms and themes where 

opened. Two aspects that would help build towards a successful Portfolio with the Game art and 

Animation profession. Before choosing a set theme I carried out research on pre-existing 

environment artists and games. One that stood out to me immediately was ‘John Valenti’, their style 

resonated with an ambiguous, cold aura which was reflected a lot throughout their portfolio. 

Another notion that attracted me to Valenti’s work was that he had worked on Fallout4. A game 

released by Bethesda Studios, one of the companies I would like to work for within the future.  

From looking at this artist I could use a similar style or take inspiration from key elements across 

their portfolio to orientate my artistic style to fit Bethesda’s criteria.  

John Valenti: 

John Valenti is a self-taught game artist focusing primarily on environments and props. Starting off 

within the industry as a Modder then slowly working their way up the industry ladder via 

independent studios until recognized by triple A games company Bethesda who he now works 

under as an environment builder. I enjoy seeing each individual environment rendered out and 

after experiencing this game first hand I feel as though I can appreciate how much work goes into 

such small areas of a game. One thing I would like to see is singled out elements with the poly count 

demonstrating the change in quality between high and low poly models. Furthermore, I would be 

interested to know what software’s where used to model and render the final composition. 

Examples of their work can be found below. 
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Displayed here we can see a high poly render of one of the scenes within a building for the game 

Fallout4 with a range of simple objects such as the shelving units and more complicated and 

random aspects of debris scattered across the floor. Another repeated aspect is the rudders and 

wires hanging from the ceiling although not too complicated a mesh having them repeated could 

prove to be computationally difficult. I believe with it being such a dark render of the environment 

bump maps and textures could be excused in a sense of how much detail and tonal value is 

included.  
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Here is another example of Valenti’s work showing the outside of a “Super Duper Mart” various 

aspects mentioned within my previous discussion such as the lack of detail due it being such a dark 

render are highly contrasting within this piece. Rather than a dark ambient light the area light 

appears to be directly on the key element. Because of this the bump mapping and brick texturing 

appear prominent over the simpler bollards scattered or the sign on the building. One of the more 

complicated hard surfaces shown across this exterior environment would be the abandoned car 

from my experience in creating a range of hard surface mesh I can identify that there would be a 

series of edge loops to sharpen the mesh when smoothed.  Furthermore, the UV Mapping across 

this object would be problematic to map out because of the extensive topology in the mesh.  
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Above are other examples of John Valentis work across the game Fallout4 I find that a consistent 

feel and artistic style is evident across all the scene renders along with showing other angles of the 

same scene.  

Another Game Artist that I studied before establishing a theme was ‘Shawn Odonnel’ I began by 

considering their environmental skills and the ranging styles that came through within their work. 

Their interior portrayed aesthetics of the horror game genre such as abandoned buildings where as 

the exteriors displayed a more inviting colour pallet elements that are typically found within the 

fantasy genre; dry wall foundations, Celtic patterns carved into awnings and rustic wood roofs.  

Shawn Odonnel: 

“I love the gaming industry so much that I couldn't help myself. I went ahead and created my very own 

Indie Game Studio called UDead Games, LLC with a good friend, and now I am a 

Founder/Developer/Artist making games for people to enjoy. I fell in love with video games ever since 

I got my first game console as a kid. The wonderful Atari 2600, hopefully that doesn't date my age too 

http://www.shawn-odonnell.com/www.udeadgames.com
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much. Even though I always thought that it would be neat to work for the gaming industry growing 

up, although I didn't know how possible it would be till now. 

Now I am finally doing something that has been a career in the making since childhood and couldn't 

be happier. I look forward to many years in the game industry spreading my artwork and love for 

making games across the world, at the very least, here in the U.S.” [O’Donnell, S. (2005) Environment 

artist.] (Accessed: 15 January 2017) 

I am highly interested in the various types of work being produced by this artist more specifically 

his exteriors that focus around elements found within the fantasy genre. Due to my interest with 

this style of work I will be considering the fantasy genre of games when developing a theme with 

my group. However, I will hope to work more in the style of John Valenti than that of Shawn 

Odonnel. 

Looking at Shawn 

Odonnels work I found 

that I highly enjoyed the 

fantasy elements such as 

the curved arches and 

pagoda style roof. 

Contrasting to Valenti we 

can see a low poly mesh 

composed in a simple scene. Lights have also been used within the rendering which help in showing 

the dimensions of the building. A lot of bump mapping can be seen throughout the object making it 

look false. I find that because of the level of detail it also takes away the depth perception making it 

difficult to have a sense of the buildings scale.  This is an aspect I would take into consideration 

when rendering out the details and texture of my buildings. The building can also be seen from 
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another angle below and in shaded mesh and wireframe mode helping to gain more of grasp on the 

shapes used.  
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Establishing a theme: 

 

 

 

  

To establish a base idea on the theme I mind mapped out a range of ideas stemming from the artist 

research already gathered. I also used this time to contact the group briefly about themes and ideas 

that could be used within our project discussing various factors and sharing thoughts and critique. 

A series of different elements came by however, the more prominent of them was fantasy such as 

magic and mythical beings.  After bridging off from the original notion Elves where decided on 

being our set theme.  This was a topic I felt comfortable working around having a high influence 

from games such as Skyrim with their series of elf races along with DLC featuring a brief show into 

elven culture. The race that interests me more than any other throughout this game is the Dunmer 

also known as the dark elves purely because of the mystery surrounding them and how a lot of the 

Nords (Human Race) look down on the Dark Elves as though they are comparable to demonic 

creatures. Because of this I am hoping to orientate my contribution to the scene around a dark elf 

race. 

 

FANTASY SINISTER 

ELVES 

MAGIC 

BLACK MAGIC 

VOODOO 

SWORDS SUPERNATURAL 
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16th January 2017 

Continuing from artist research I began to gather a larger series of visual imagery from various 

artists. Looking more specifically at ‘Andres Rodriguez’ an environment artist at NaughtyDog 

Studios. Creators of games such as ‘The Last of Us’ and ‘Uncharted’. Their portfolio can be displayed 

via a web sharing platform known as ArtStation. One of the first images throughout their collection 

that caught my attention was “I Love Lamp” a highly detailed and well rendered model of a lamp 

created in Substance Painter 2.0, although not familiar with this program currently it is something I 

would be interested in exploring throughout the future or when developing my portfolio. One 

aspect within their portfolio that I appreciated being a student in Game Art was how they upload a 

brief write up on the software’s used to created various props.  One of these quoted; 

“This was a quick test I did to practice PBR shaders using Marmoset tool bag. The high and low poly 

was created in Maya and then it was all baked inside of xNormal, textured in Photoshop” 

[Steampunk goggles, Andres Rodriguez] (Accessed: 16th January 17) 
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Focusing more on their environmental work I came across a piece that highly interested me; The 
university scene from the game “The Last of Us” The visual elements across this area consist of 
decaying buildings and foliage. From the two-aesthetics demonstrated within this area of the game 
I chose to look at foliage and how it growth through and on non-organic forms. This would be a key 

notion within my work when designing the buildings. To study this, I will be using both visual 
imagery (Primary and Secondary Sources) as well as academic reports on how the structural 
foundation of a building is affected because of the plant growth.  

I have found brief write ups about this over at this range of links; 

http://www.buildingconservation.com/articles/bio/bio.htm 

https://www.engineshed.org/publications/publication/?publicationId=5057d101-9e6e-49e3-
92b6-a595009defc6 

http://www.hoki.ibp.fraunhofer.de/ibp/publikationen/konferenzbeitraege/pub1_38.pdf 

 

17th January 2017 

Discussing more with the group about our theme for ANM4300 and how we could imply the idea of 

elves to an environment we decided to come up with a society consisting of high elves and dark 

elves. From this discussion, we were able to gain a brief knowledge on the materials needed 

throughout the end theme and how these would translate in terms of the elves status in society. The 

materials discussed consisted of; 

 

http://www.buildingconservation.com/articles/bio/bio.htm
https://www.engineshed.org/publications/publication/?publicationId=5057d101-9e6e-49e3-92b6-a595009defc6
https://www.engineshed.org/publications/publication/?publicationId=5057d101-9e6e-49e3-92b6-a595009defc6
http://www.hoki.ibp.fraunhofer.de/ibp/publikationen/konferenzbeitraege/pub1_38.pdf
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• Gold- High Elf 

• Marble- High Elf 

• Spruce- All 

• Cobble- Dark Elf 

• Leaves- All 

• Thatch- All 

• Slate- High Elf 

• Ivy- All 

• Glass- High Elf 

Before sketching out the preliminary ideas a lot of research on the history and myth behind elves 
had to be researched. As a basis I began by looking at the mythical society of elves and their culture 
including aspects such as beliefs, items of interest and holidays. The first aspect of their culture I 
came across was the “Elven Ways” which stated; No Elf shall do intentional harm to another Elf, 
except in a case where an Elf acts with malicious intent, be shall be helped by other elves 
(N’TellQuess) [Elven culture - Tel’Ruid (2000) Available at: http://www.grey-
company.org/TelRuid/rp/culture.html (Accessed: 17 January 2017).]  

From my understanding of this quote Elven society is refined and has strong communal values I feel 
as though their holidays also reflect this idea with a possibility to implement the holidays in to the 
game I began studying the various events and what time of the year these happened.  

Yenearsira- Winter Solstice Elven New Year. 

Sheelala- A day of games and jokes early spring. 

Ehtele’mele- Vernal Equinox week of romance and song. 

Farodome- Summer Solstice a night of Orc hunting. 

Yavieba- Autumn Equinox a week of reflection. 
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18th January 2017 

Now looking at the origins of Elves after the previous findings a lot of Norse mythology and tales 

arose. Within the tales, the Elves are similar to those in ‘The Lord of the Rings’. Only briefly looking 

in to this idea I started drafting out ideas for my Moodboard and the various elements that would 

help me create a successful building overall.  

Ideas for Moodboard: 

 

 

 

 

19th January 2017 

Researching further in to Norse Mythology around Elves I came across a highly useful website; 

norse-mythology.org/gods-and-creatures/elves/. An elf (alfr, aelf, alb, albaz) is a particular kind of 

demi-god like creature in the pre-Christian mythology and religion of Norse/ Germanic people. The 

elves are stated to be more beautiful than the sun with an exalted status demonstrated via their 

constant link between the gods Aesir and Vanir. Vanir god of Freyr is the lord of the elven homeland 

Alfheim. 

Elves being perceived as demi-god being where known to not only cause human illness but also for 

healing them providing sacrifices are offered to them. Interbreeding between elves and humans 

CONCEPT ART 

3D MODELS 

SECONDARY SOURCES 

MATERIALS 

CELTIC/ NORSE 

BOOKS/ QUOTES 

GAMES 

ARCHITECTURE 
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was reported to create half human, half elfin offspring. Although they had the appearance of a 

human extraordinary powers where gained. It was also rumoured that humans can become elves 

after death.  

Books supporting this: 

[Hall, Alaric. 2007. Elves in Anglo-Saxon England. P36] 

20th January 2017 

Moodboard Layout: 
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Key: 

Game  Concept Art  Norse/ Celtic  Materials  Books/Quotes 

Dimensions- 594x420mm 

 

There are numerous elements that drew me to the images presented on the Mood board. All of the 

visual pieces relate to the projects being carried out, starting with the tree of nine worlds. From 

previously looking at Norse mythology and how this is relevant to the Elves I discovered that 

Alfheim was the land of Elven beings this has been confirmed via the tree of nine worlds however, 

refined to Light Elves. Because of this a possible cross section or worlds could then be applied to the 

environment (Portals, tree, tower) the second picture featured within the Norse area of the Mood 

board is their alphabet. Although not aesthetically interesting I felt having written language to be 
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useful if elements such as signs where implemented throughout the final scene. Relative to the 

Norse alphabet U.V Mapping and texture rendering via a PSD network could be used to decorate the 

awnings alongside other details within the architecture. Patterns for this could include Celtic knots 

and tiling similar to those presented.  

Finally, another key factor is included throughout my Mood board. This is the materials, looking 

specifically at dark elves two significant substances where evident; leaves and cobblestone unlike 

the high elves who own buildings created from luxury items such as marble and glass, dark elf 

homes and other amenities would be built using common and local sources. 

21st January 2017 

I began work in sketching out the preliminary items for the buildings I would be creating. A lot of 

my references and inspiration came from ’Architecture: Defining Structures, Sandra Forty’ [Forty, 

Sandra Forty, (2004) Architecture: Defining Structures, United Kingdom: imprint unknown] 

The basic line drawings were carried out on layout paper allowing me to easily transfer, modify and 

digitalize them. Reviewing the line work and studies I believe there was too much organic matter in 

ratio to hard surface structures. Although nature is a highly contributing factor across elven society 

I still wanted the main area of focus to be on the buildings form and shape in order to solve this I 

could combine the two features or use PaintFX in Maya where low poly mesh is pre-done to paint 

on to any surface needed. This would make the final scene more interesting as well as relative to 

the culture being captured.   Expanding on from this observation I completed a more detailed chalk 

piece. Using pre-existing architecture, I changed the unwanted elements to further suit the theme, I 

believe that in using chalk I have taken away a lot of the detail that could have been achieved within 

the future I will take this in to consideration and use a different medium such as pastel pencils. 
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Preliminary Sketches. 

 

 

 

The following drawing was taken from Architecture Defining Structures Sandra Forty. The initial 

image I took inspiration from was Shakespeare’s Globe situated in London the key elements that 

drew me to this structure was the roof therefore I singled out this structural aesthetic when 

drawing out my study. This is something I have done throughout a lot of my studies where rather 

than drawing out the entire building I narrowed down the various features that drew interest to me 

and felt relevant to the theme being created. The more relevant part of this rooftop would be the 
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pointed flat edge roof as this is similar to the style I will be using when refining my concept pieces 

and modelling these to coherently fit the theme chosen. The area of interest is circled in red. 

The next study of architecture I carried out was of the Foretenay Abbey Church located in France 

this was one of the pieces of architecture I drew in full however, the aspect that interest me more 

than others within this building would 

be the arched door and windows A 

similar idea to this will be carried 

forward again during the concept 

stages then refined in modelling to fit 

the theme of elven society. Another 

element that attracts me to this 

building would be the shape of the 

side walls and how they curve into the 

central building this is something I would like to play about with when further designing the 

buildings being created. For the next building, I added a small amount of colour and grey tones to 

give the tower a sense of scale and perception in comparison to the sky and ground. For this the 

medium used was Letraset/ Windsor and Newton Promarkers although when analysing the 

finished result of this piece the outcome was not as I would have liked this could be fixed by 

possibly using marker paper. When using, marker paper the inks blend together a lot more 

smoothly than when using standard 120gsm paper another disadvantage of not using the marker 

paper for this was that the colours bled through to the other side of the paper this can be seen 

within the background of the Shakespeare’s’ Globe study. From a professional perspective, this 

would not be acceptable within a portfolio therefore I would take more care with the materials 

used on future work.  
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Chepstow Castle, Gwent, Wales. 

These are the three main contributions towards my concept work both 

rough sketches and refined. They all have aspects that I have considered 

taking forward throughout the project as a coherent architectural style. I 

have completed other rough sketches alongside the previous three 

which can be seen below however, these do not have as much influence 

on my work.  

 

Forty, S. and Forty, ra 
(2004) Architecture: Defining 
structures. United Kingdom:  
Imprint unknown. 
 
Pages: 199, 205, 211, 241, 251, 253, 

259,261, 263, 288, 290, 306/7 

 

Norse Runic Alphabet: 

  

[Chaosophia218 — ancient Alphabets. Thedan script - used.. (no date) Accessed: 21 January 2017]  
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22nd January 2017 

Instead of researching pre-existing games and designs I took to asking around friends and family on 

what they would like to see within a game based around Elves. Their ideas for the environment 

consisted of giant hills, trees, glass and ivory. Other ideas circulated around architectural types such 

as cathedrals and castles. However, I felt as though this was too narrow of an opinion and wanted to 

gain research from a larger group of people therefore I took to the internet asking around on 

various forums and websites the primary one being //AskReddit.  

23rd January 2017 

Taking into consideration the suggested elements I started drawing out conceptual pieces. As I was 

only roughly sketching my ideas out there was not a lot of detailed implemented into the 

architecture. Furthermore, as a base idea I took inspiration from medieval and renaissance 

architecture.  Still focusing primarily on dark elves I feel heavily stone buildings and distressed 

wood. A lot of the elements featured within elven architecture consists of organic materials (Trees, 

rocks, plants, grass) I believe in order to achieve the style and finish of elven society these models 

would have to be created. This is something I could learn within my own time although PaintFX can 

create some of these renders.  
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Conceptual Pieces 

The first of my conceptual piece’s focuses around the library element of the environment. Focussing 

on the architecture studied within Architecture Defining Structure. I also used the origin of elven 

society a lot within the source of architecture adding in elements from a Norse church. On a whole I 

like the idea of the tower and side 

buildings although I would say the 

structure is too large to reinstate this 

I asked the opinions of my group who 

also confirmed my initial thoughts. 

From this I was able to understand a 

suitable scale to work on as well as 

determine the key factors I would be taking forward when refining down my conceptual work. My 

two-favourite aesthetics from this piece would be the tower and Norse side building. This is 

because with towers I associate them with being sinister and overpowering similar to how the 

Nords in Skyrim perceived Dark Elves and how the Humans seen the Light elves who inhabited 

Alfheim as demi-god creatures. This is something I want to emphasise and use more throughout 

later stages of my work. As for the side building I would like to make this a simple structure not too 

detailed that it would draw away from the capturing element of the tower.  

24th January 2017 

After sharing the findings of my research amongst the group it was decided that we would 

incorporate Elven holidays in to the game. Another aspect that was discussed is how we would 

combine the idea of light elves (High Elves) and the lesser dark elves in the same scene. The 

solution that we came up with stemmed from the holidays celebrated where the scene being 
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created was the centre of the even community somewhere both high elves and dark elves joined 

together.  

31st January 2017 

After receiving little feedback from //AskReddit I started taking ideas and inspiration from already 

existing games. I also started pulling a lot of themes and notions from the research already carried 

out from here I started creating a range of concept pieces in traditional mediums such as pencils 

and watercolour. Focusing on developing the Mood board further and having a coherent style 

across all our work in order to achieve this we began by looking at architecture as a group. From 

the various types of architecture different elements would be extracted and combined in a final 

scene. 

Types of Architecture Studied: 

• French Provincial 

• Neo Classical 

• Tudor 

• Victorian 

• English Gothic 

• Norman Architecture 

• Serbian Architecture 

It was from these numerous types of architecture that we were able to establish who was working 

on what buildings. The end result fell as; Library- Myself, Alchemist Lab- Myself, Fountain- Sarah 

Gale, Bakery- Sarah Gale, House- Kyle Smith, Tavern- Kyle Smith, Church- Tyler Sherlock, 

Restaurant/ Café- Tyler Sherlock. Following on from our groups discussion I began in refining the 
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conceptual pieces looking more specifically around medieval aesthetics. The first building I 

focussed in on was the library as this would be the larger of 

the two buildings. I knew that I wanted to create a tower 

within either of my two buildings and felt the need to 

incorporate this into the library. Knowing that a tower 

alone was not interesting enough or spacious to store the 

books held within elven society I included an additional 

two floor side building with additional doorways. This is 

the base drawing before being digitalized and refined.  

The second of the building I looked at creating was the 

alchemist shop for this one I found myself creating a plain 

looking shop from a front view however after looking at the finished result and sharing this 

amongst the group I found that the elements where note interesting enough when compared to 

other building concepts.  Again, I referred back to the use of a tower although already used within 

the library I believed that in adding more coble and overhanging wood I would create a dark and 

sinister appearance. This 

is an element that relates 

back to the notion of dark 

elves. Creating another 

drawing I began in 

designing a simple tower 

shape then adding 

decorative features and 

details. The end result 

was coherent with my other building design although I then took into consideration where props 
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could be placed during the upcoming part of ANM4300. Using this notion, I included a market stall 

attached to the side of the tower. When refining, and digitalizing the building I would like to extend 

the market stall out giving more space for an interesting or abstract shaped prop.  Continuing on 

with the concept pieces I started digitalising the images given refining and editing the various 

aesthetics the first conceptual pieces completed where just flat images of the front of the buildings 

not colourized however, I then proceeded to create pencil drawings of the library and alchemist 

tower using isometric views in doing this I hoped to give a sense of dimension and detail 

throughout both structures although the same amount of detail wouldn’t be added to the models 

due to the placement in the scene as well as how cpu intensive the rendering time would be. 

 For this drawing I used a hb pencil along with 

a ruler to roughly measure out the dimensions and 

get straight edges to my drawing. In doing this I 

was able to have a rough idea of the scale of each 

component. I then roughly sketched out the 

placement of the buildings features including 

supports, awnings, and windows once happy with 

the overall appearance I used a softer led pencil to 

define the structure. This same method was taken 

for the alchemist tower. However, more detail and 

care could have been taken when drawing out this 

piece for example having cleaner line work. 
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Although I never digitalised these pieces I felt as though their 

contribution to knowing to placement and structures of each model 

was highly significant. Within both of the buildings I tried to keep a 

coherent style which also followed the theme chosen throughout 

the group within multiple discussions and sharing of each other’s 

work. 

 

One of the more significant pieces of work within the concept art stages was that of all the buildings 

placed together in one scene this was done as a group when working with the layout of the final 

scene although later changed to suit an artistic style more cohesively. This was the original layout of 

the concept piece.  

Colours were also 

blocked out within this 

piece to give a general 

sense of the materials 

used on each individual 

building and how these 

changed with the 

seasons. From this I was 

then able to adapt the layout for a main concept piece which changed to a market street rather than 

a square. Showing this to the group it was decided the square would be the layout presented for a 

final render however not within the conceptual pieces.  
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This was the finished concept piece along with shadows. Personally I was not a fan of the overall 

finish due to the colours within the piece although this was something discussed within the group 

throughout earlier stages.  

3d Modelling Practice; 

The first of my practices in using Maya was of a pre-existing game character from Borderlands. At 

the time of modelling this I had very little experience in using the programme only knowing the 

main tools such as move along vertex, rotate and scale alongside Extrude. I also knew how to select 

various elements of the mesh in this instance I used face select as my primary choice. Unable to 

render details and edit the colours at the time of creation I used a paint tool within the software 

that allowed me to select faces and edit the display colour of these within build mode. 

Unfortunately when going back at a later date to render the mesh out using mental ray the paint 

colours blocked out any textures.  
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[CL4P-TP ‘claptrap’ by Keith Schaffer (no date) Available at: 

http://www.artbykeith.com/Claptrap.html (Accessed: 15th January 2017). 

This is the reference I used in order to create my model. Although there is a lot of detail across the 

model this has probably been created using a PSD. Again, during the time of creating this I was just 

learning Maya so was unable to create a UV map and export it as a PSD network.  

Here is a screenshot of the mesh pre-rendering showing the paint tool and the various colours 

throughout the mesh.  
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It is from this we can tell the difference when rendered out between the paint tool and assigning a 

new material which I now understand how to carry out. Using my newly gained knowledge I 

assigned material x passes under the mental ray textures and rendered out with both an ambient 

light and a directional light. 

(rendered using mental ray) 

This is when I discovered 

that the materials would not 

show because of the paint 

tool used during the first 

stages in creating the model.  

To adapt to this within later model making I will be saving progress files using codes such as 001, 

002, 003 and onwards until a final piece has been created and rendered out. Following on from my 

attempt at Claptrap I began by working on a standard office chair using the ones around the 

environment as references. This was a class task as we were taught numerous techniques to 
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improve the mesh and make it more interesting a model. 

 

Overall I believe the finished chair was successful in being an interesting model with a mix of 

different techniques to create the shapes and curves. One area where I did have a problem was 

creating a bridge between two faces a range of problems arose all of which demonstrated unhealthy 

topology. One of the methods I looked at was to reverse the direction of the mesh however this 

affected the other pieces attached. I also used the rotate tool beforehand to alter the faces 

individually so they would match up again this process did not work rather than getting a smooth 

connection across the two faces different areas of the mesh started cross connecting with each 

other causing jagged and sharp shapes. The result that fixed this area to the best of its ability was to 

bridge the faces then using the same tool change the bridge type to a curve although still not perfect 

it was fixed to the highest quality. The next brief given was to create a flintlock pistol from any 

reference image found. This session was focussed around creating curves and extruding faces to 
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follow these alongside this method we briefly looked at applying different textures on the weapon. 

 

Image depicting the save file format used. Setup file contained errors image plane not 

showing due to this. 

 

This is a screenshot from file 001 depicting how I started the flintlock pistol I created a polygon 

sphere and changed the subdivisions to 8 in both directions leaving me with less geometry to work 

with. Because of this factor rendering time would be decreased at later stages as well as it being less 

difficult to run when transferred over into a game engine.  To extrude along the shape of the handle 

easier I drew out a Bezier curve in the direction I wanted the mesh to follow.  This tool can be found 

under create then curves.   
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Following on from drawing the curve I changed the vertices to follow the shape more appropriately 

then selected the face I wanted to extrude out to select more than one face I used the shift and 

marquee tool then using CTRL to remove any faces that where miss selected. Rather than following 

through the menu to get the extrude tool I used CTRL-E this shortcut makes workflow a lot faster 

more so if wanted to extrude multiple times along the one surface. 

 

Location of the Bezier Curve 

tool. 
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 This screenshot is taken from save file 2 however I feel that within the future more save files need 

to be created. This is because a lot of progress had been made since my last save meaning if there 

was a problem within the mesh there would be a lot of history to track through and find the error 

another way of fixing this is via going to edit, delete by type, or delete all by type and history on a 

frequent basis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slowly editing the mesh throughout this session, I began adding texture relative to the materials 

with a prime example of this being adding a Blinn texture in areas that where reflective. To further 

to appearance of my model I changed a range of the colours so they related to the reference image. 

The overall outcome of this model was not as successful as I had anticipated where I found it looked 

like an inflatable toy rather than a real gun. I now understand how to fix this through a series of UV 

maps and texturing within a PSD network although applications such as ZBrush and Sculptris could 

be used in a similar manner. This is what the finished result of the model looked like along with 

how to assign a new texture to the model.  

Location of the Delete all by 

type- History.  
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File number 005 Blinn shaders and basic 2d textures applied along with more details being 

added.  

 

I believe that within the future I would return to this project or attempt it again as creating the 

pistol is something I highly enjoyed doing and would like to take the mesh further in giving it more 

detail and professional appearance to a standard where I could display this within my portfolio or 

show reel. At the end of this lesson we were assigned a task to carry out within our own time this 

was to create a bladed weapon such as a sword, dagger, or knife. Wanting to challenge myself with 

this piece I browsed the internet for a sword that I found visually interesting and intricate.  

Right Click on the object you want to 

assign the shader to. Go to assign 

new material and select Blinn. Don’t 

press assign existing material as 

whatever is changed on the existing 

material will also affect any other 

polygon with the same shader 

assigned. 
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This was the sword I chose to create within Maya. I was 

drawn in by the hilt of the sword and the detailed shapes 

throughout. I started by adding the reference image in to 

the background like when starting the flintlock pistol, 

created a project, and set the project under the correct 

directory. This way I knew all my scenes, renders and 

source images would all be saved in the one place.  To do 

these steps I went to file, project window, new project and 

selected the directory for the project. Following on from 

this I again went under File however, this time selected the 

set project tab which led me to a separate window where I 

located the project just created. Having this as a feature 

available helped me stay organised when working on future 

projects.  

Once my setup was complete I started work in building the 

sword Using an image plane as a reference to scale. I found 

that mapping the base shapes of the hilt starting at the top 

and working my way down was the best method of 

approach due to the intricacy and scale of the weapon.  

DeviantArt (2017) Golden Rune sword. Available at: 
http://fantasystock.deviantart.com/art/Golden-Rune-
Sword-142298131 (Accessed: 21 February 2017). 
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The image presented here is a progress shot from save file 001 where a lot of the components are 

yet to be smoothed out and have hard edges. The three main polygons used within this piece to 

create the hilt of the sword are a cylinder, sphere with their subdivisions taken down to 8 again to 

allow for a lesser rendering time. This is something I would repeat throughout a lot of the meshes 

being created.  Finally, a cube these three shapes making up for the key features. The main tool used 

throughout all this mesh would have to be extrude/ power extrude changing small elements of this 

such as the twist of faces. At that current moment in time I believed this to be the better method of 

approach to take. Although this being the more detailed component of the sword I found it to be 

one of the easiest pieces to make.  

The next challenge I had was to make the side 

pieces this was one of the more challenging 

aspects in creating the sword however, I feel as 

though the method I took was executed 

successfully creating an interestingly shaped 

hilt. I used one polygon to create this piece 

(Cube) altering the scale of the cube to fit into the central structure I then began to again use the 
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extrude tool to create the main shape this took a few attempts as the topology of the mesh would 

occasionally intersect with itself. Once the base shape was created I thought about the various ways 

to achieve the gaps within the mesh in the end I done this through adding edge loops horizontally 

down the polygon then selecting the vertices and chamfering them. This tool can be found under 

Edit Mesh. 

 

Once I was happy with the placement of the cut outs I then mirrored the mesh by going to mesh 

followed by mirror geometry.  

 

Location of the Chamfer Vertices tool. 

Location of mirror geometry 

tool. 
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only after using this tool did I smooth out the mesh this is because when mirroring the geometry, it 

returns the mesh to a hard-edged shape. The next step in creating my sword was to shape and 

extrude the blade. Although appearing to be the simple part of the model this was not the case as I 

found myself constantly facing obstacles where I had accidently extruded twice without moving the 

mesh and creating faces within faces or again moments when the mesh would cross over with 

sections of itself. Although the end result was still successful in what I was hoping to create it could 

have been more accurate to the reference image.   

 

Before Rendering out I added in a series of lights these where prior to knowing what lighting set 

ups where good for rendering as well as what light done what in maya. Along with the lights I also 

added in base textures. 

 

 

 

 

Here is the difference between textures in the 3d interface and textures within 

the rendered image with lights. For a more convincing appearance I will be 

using mental ray materials when working on this piece at a later date. 
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One of the later sessions as well as one of the more challenging ones consisted of learning how to 

UV Map and rendering using mental ray materials for this we were given a pre-built model of a T-

Rex where the UV Mapping had not been complete. After watching a demonstration on how to carry 

the UV Mapping out I set off with forming a well-structured shell. I believe this was one of the more 

difficult sessions as a lot of the time when moving and sewing polygon edges the UV’s would 

overlap on themselves. 

 

 

After continuously having little luck with this method I was informed of an easier approach. This 

method was to select all the UV and move and sew edges in doing so a lot of the mesh overlapped. It 

was from here that I went back into the 3d interface and selected edges where I wanted the seams 

of the UV to be to separate these seems I then transferred back into the UV editor window and 

chose the Cut UV edge tool although the shell was still overlapping severely this gave me the 

opportunity to unfold and create a more workable snapshot to take into photoshop. 

Location of Move and Sew UV Edges. To 

get to this tool, go to polygons inside the 

UV editor window and click on move 

and sew UV edges. Workflow is 

increased at this point by pressing G to 

repeat previous step. 
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The final of the practices carried out before working on my buildings was of a Lego Man using 

lighting and mental ray materials to render out. This was set as additional task after the UV 

mapping session. I chose to continue out this task in order to increase my skills within modelling 

using a range of tools such as the chamfer vertices and extrude/ power extrude. Although I believed 

the Lego man to be a fairly simple model getting the proportions correct from the reference picture 

chosen proved to be quite difficult.  I chose this reference image solely because of the various 

viewing angles of the model. 

The key shapes within this 

consisted of cubes, cylinder 

and a pipe with the majority of 

the structure coming from the 

use of tools. I started off by 

creating a cube and changing 

the scale of the upper and lower faces. This easily gave me a base idea on the placement on various 

elements such as the head and legs. Once the basic shape of the body was complete I then 

proceeded on to adding the smaller “hip joint” I used the extrude tool add a smaller scaled face then 

once again using the extrude tool I extended this out. This was then the full body completed My 

next step was then adding the legs and pivot I used a cylinder and scaled it inwards to thin the mesh 

from here I then duplicated and began the legs lowering the divisions down to 8 and selecting the 

lower two faces extrude these down because of this method I had a slanted base in order to fix this I 

deleted the two faces and selected the loped edges from here I then filled the hole to create a single 

flat mesh. One of the final steps in creating the legs was to add an edge loop in roughly a third of the 

way up and extrude the face created from this forwards this is where the foot is placed. 
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A similar method was used on the arms however, the shape I chose to go for was a sphere followed 

by extruding the lower faces down I never added any edge loops at this point because I knew the 

pipe (hand) would interlace the mesh. In order to create the hands, I used the pipe polygon and 

removed the lower faces. This left gaps in the mesh although I used the fill hole tool to fix this 

aspect. When smoothing, the hand scaled down too much for the rest of the model therefore an 

edge loop was then added to compensate for this issue. The final step pre-texturing was the create 

Double click on edge to select the 

looped edges from here click on 

mesh and under this drop down 

will be the tool fill hole. 
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the head I started this in using a cylinder with its subdivisions taken down to 8 this was then scaled 

to fit the body. Like many of the other components of this model I used the extrude tool to heavily 

shape the mesh both scaling the faces out and extruding up. This method seemed successful at the 

current time however, when reviewing the overall model after texturing I discovered I thinned the 

head too much when in comparison to the rest of the model.  For this I used mental ray nodes to 

texture the mesh and background along with a series of lights this was intended to give it a more 

realistic finish when rendered out. Unfortunately, this was not the finishing result. The final render 

of this piece looked too theatrical with the lights and reflections added. 
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Creating the Library; 

After having a significant amount of practice in using Maya I began working on the buildings that I 

would be contributing towards a final scene. I focussed heavily around the concept art previously 

created and imported this in as a reference image for a lot of the files when modelling. Rather than 

working on a single file for each building I set multiple projects for each part of the building. One of 

the many reasons for this was to prevent any difficulties is problems started appearing within the 

topology. Another reason I set multiple projects for each file was in circumstances like the windows 

and doors being coherent I could send the project file over and share the same mesh with others 

throughout the group. Later within the project this was not the case and everyone used their own 

models for the windows and doors.  

The first aspect in creating my buildings was to model the doors and windows, I created these first 

so I could easily manipulate the base structure of the building around the doorframe and glass 

panes. The resulting appearance of the base structure looked like this.  
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After completing the central structure of the building, I started working on the UV mapping due to 

the structure being simple with clean geometry the UV mapping was fairly easy. I saved the finished 

base element and proceeded on with modelling the rest of the tower. I feel as though more detail 

could be added to this within later stages. The doors and windows followed a similar style 

throughout with smooth curves and edges all connecting accordingly.  For certain aspects, such as 

the stairs I duplicated the base polygon and added new lamberts to the individual steps. Later 

within the modelling process I also renamed the steps so I could identify them easily when 

transferring them into a new project.  I used the CTRL-D shortcut to increase my workflow when 

duplicating items.   

One of the aspects of the stairs I would like to alter is how the Sides are visible in my initial 

thoughts on how I wanted the stairs to appear this was mean to be blocked off like a wall. One of the 

stronger components of the stairs mesh was the banister, although a small part I felt that the shape 

of It brought together the elegance of elven culture. The tool I used for the banister was bridge 

select two faces relatively opposite to each other and then changing the curve mode to blend  

 

No textures where added to single 

structures making it easier for me 

to import projects. The texturing 

was one of the final stages of the 

models when fully composed.  
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For the first set of windows I created two cubes one duplicated from the other and extrude the faces 

up similar to how the doorframe was made this was to keep the overall style relative to each aspect 

of the model. After merging the two cubes I then proceeded to bridge the faces and again set the 

curve mode to blend giving the frame for the windows a more natural arch.  The reason for having 

this shape for both windows and doorframes was due to the connection of organic objects and 

elven society. To increase this notion the main feature of the windows would be the ‘tree’ like 

structure coming from the centre of the frame similar to the veins found within leaves.  For me to 

recreate this I used a cylinder as my supporting structure and extruded the central vein to the 

shape I felt most suitable. For the veins wandering from the main piece I duplicated the central 

mesh and altered the scale of the branches. In some areas, this thinned the extrude a lot more than 

anticipated although when the component was finished this was not an issue.   

 

The central tree structure inspired by the veins in a leaf.  

The final piece in creating the first window type was the make a flower box where seasonal flowers 

would be placed.  This was a simple piece to make as I connected the two opposing faces together 

forming the lower half of the window the front faces where then extruded forwards to make the 
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boxed shape. To add to the idea of a flower box I selected the top faces now created and extruded 

these in towards the mesh curving the edges in. At a later stage I discovered that the edge flow 

within this area overlapped causing minor issues during the UV. No glass was added to the first 

window to reimplement the organic structure.  

This screen capture is 

of the file named 

PreUV where the 

structure was fully 

built. The textures I 

used during the final 

composition of both 

buildings was from mental ray “materialx_passes” meaning the issues within the UV where not a major 

problem. The final features that needed to be created before modelling the central components of the 

library was “WindowType_2” this was going to be the lesser organic model of the two windows and 

used throughout both models.  Unlike the leaf structured window this piece had tighter curves giving a 

strong supporting appearance another contrast to the other window type is how this piece had glass 

fitted within the central panel.  Even though the mesh behind this window would be covered I decided 

to delete the faces, this is so within the later stages of rendering or adding objects during practical 

assignment 2 I could use a thin glass texture giving sight in to the interior of the building. One 

downside of this would be how computationally difficult this would be to render out in real time.  
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I never added a flower box to this window type as I felt too many flowers in the final gather would 

draw the attention away from the architecture as well as create an excessive number of polygons. 

Although I carried out the UV mapping for this model I later ended up using mental ray nodes to 

texture the mesh.  Having completed the three external components for the building I then began 

fully structuring the tower of the library.  Importing each individual component into the central 

structure of the building I began to fully have an understanding of how the piece would come 

together, I felt as though there could have been more room for the windows either side of the door 

to possible add banners or decorative aesthetics to the walls.  Once this was fully pieced together I 

again started a new project. This was a recurring factor throughout my work where each part of the 

building such as ground floor was in a separate file.  One of the down sides of this was that when 

moving all parts of the building into the one project the scaling was different. This was then later 

fixed by using support beams and awnings, rather than scale the buildings down not only affecting 

the UV this would have altered the mesh of the windows and roof resulting in bad topology.  This is 

something I will be taking into consideration when working on other projects.   
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Now having the building in one completed scene I started working on refining details and adding 

the textures and bump mapping. A lot of my UV’s where already completed due to me carrying 

them out as each floor was finished this increased my workflow significantly compared to UV 

mapping at the end of each file.   

This was the tower when fully pieaced together with its base components although some aspects 

changed throughout the bump maps and textures with one of these being removing the door of the 

side building.   During the texturing stages I discovered there was an issue with my ground floor 

building.  This can somewhat be identified from the screencap as the lower half is two separate 

shaders rather than the one.   

 Unaware of how this 

happened it was 

discovered that the 

upper half was acting 

as a separate object 

after playing around 

with a series of tools 

this issue was then 

fixed by deleting the 

edges of the upper piece and merging the remaining vertices to the lower in doing this the building 

was then a single polygon.  Unfortunately, the UV for this section of building was still considered as 

two separate shells, this is a factor I didn’t realise until my texture was completed and the dry wall 

didn’t match up.  Another issue that I came across when texturing was how I had only used the one 

lambert resulting in all my building having the same PSD file attached. I soon fixed this by applying 

new textures to each of the polygons and renaming these accordingly to the objects they belonged 

to.  After all of my texturing was complete and the bump maps added it began looking more along 
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the lines of a fable building. Although I liked this style I felt it needed to be briefly more realistic I 

proceeded to add in area lights and play about with the bump depth which can be accessed through 

going to attribute editor and pressing the forward step arrow under bump mapping once here go to 

the lmb/ rmb controls at the top the lmb will take you to a screen where you can then change the 

intensity of the bump map.  

The resulting appearance looked more realistic however, when I then 

showed the group it was said it looked along the lines of an age of empire 

structure. I left it as this style. A few more details needed to be added 

such as flower in the window boxes and a ground. I used the paintFX tool 

over image planes to fill the window boxes as well as adding in a series of 

climbing roses to the ground this gave the building a bit more character 

and feeling towards elven society.  When rendering out I experimented 

with a range of settings the first render was done just of the scene as it 

was using a directional light and an area light. This render didn’t look as 

professional as I would have liked therefore, I went into the rendering settings and changed the 

scene to physical sun and sky. Because this automatically generates a ground I switched the 

visibility of the ground polygon off for the render. One of the aspects I liked about this rendering 

setting was the environmental light where when rotating the direction of the light it changed the 

time of day in the rendered image from this I took a few renders to determine what lighting would 

add more dramatic effect to my building. I learnt during this stage that because I had changed the 

colour of the night sky and grass that it didn’t affect the overall result of each render. 
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This was the render taken within mental ray without any physical sun and sky I find that the 

lighting is a bit theatrical and doesn’t define the bump maps very well.   
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Although more professional of a render I wanted to take it further so I could have it displayed 

within my portfolio of on YouTube. In order to do this, I created a range of nurbs circles one large 

enough to surround the entire building and another that would be parented to a camera.  I then 

created a camera and aim positioning the aim of the camera more to the centre of the building.  

Changing what view I was in via going to the panels tab I then positioned the camera relatively far 

away making it easier to select.  Although I wanted to attach the camera to a motion path this was 

not possible because it already had an input. This is where the smaller of the two nurb circles came 

into play I used the parenting tool selecting the camera first then the circle and then pressing p. 

Because of this I then attached the smaller of the circles to the larger as a motion path via changing 

into the rendering workspace followed by constraining the two nurbs. To test how this looked I 

right clicked within the time frame and opened up a play blast. This gave me a sense of how the 

motion would look the final step before creating a bath render was to alter the curves to be linear I 

don’t this so the animation looped rather than stopping at the 120frame and repeating on itself.   

Due to the amount of time it took to render out a 1080 I changed the settings so it rendered out as a 

540jpeg file.  This still took a significant amount of time once it was completed I checked each image 

file to discover all the frames rendered out dark.   
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Learning from this mistake the next render I carried out I checked the first frame to see if this was 

any different.  Overall, I discovered that the issue was that global illumination was not switched on 

this has happened when rendering through a physical sun and sky.  I changed this within the render 

settings to show global illumination and completed a render again under 540 to minimise the batch 

render time.  After two hours, roughly this was complete the next step was to open this up within 

nuke or after effects. The programme I took it forward in was Nuke’s non-commercial licence 

meaning I was somewhat limited in the files I could write it out as.  The final render was completed 

as an .MOV format and successfully displayed my building. This is a method I would like to take 

further however, more so within practical assignment two where more details would be added to 

the building.  Also, using different batch renders via different camera angles to capture the interior 

of the building.  

Creating the Alchemist Tower; 

The second of the buildings to build was the alchemist tower this building of this piece was a lot 

faster than that of the library due to a lot of the external components already being completed such 

as the doors and windows.  My workflow was also significantly faster throughout this building 

because of the experience previously had within making the library towers base structure.  With 

this piece being in the background not a lot of detail was added to the exterior although high 

emphasis was placed around the top half of the building where I initially planned to have a glowing 

green fire. One of the more important features to this building was the market stall coming out from 

the side of the building this is where potions would be sold to the other elves. I feel I could have 

made the market stall as a separate building placing it closer to the market square when composing 

a final scene together whereas the tower is in the background making the stall less significant.  This 

could be an issue when working on practical assignment two because a lot of the props made where 
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based around the notion of alchemy. In order to work around this I am planning on having a group 

discussion at a later date. The initial structure pre-textures looked like this; 

 

I believe the style of this building resembled fable increasingly more than the library however, both 

conformed to the same artistic style. The UV maps throughout this piece where a lot less 

complicated therefore I was able to complete texturing faster. A few of the similar mistakes were 

made such as not changing the texture on various parts resulting in the PSD file controlling a lot of 

the mesh.  I believe this is something I will be used to doing when working on more projects in 

future. Although a lot of the same textures where used within this building as the library I found 

that the bump depth and strength of the colours where quite low making the building look less 

contrasting.  I felt that this would be okay due to the effects being added to the roof at a later date.  
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More support beams where added during the texturing stages to make the side of the building more 

interesting the screenshot displayed here was of one of the later files where paint effects were also 

added. I had to do this because earlier versions of the building had corrupted in places and the 

textures where not displaying correctly.  At the top half of the building I had to settle for using 

fireworks as fire would not render out to a high quality.  Once finished with the overall building and 

relatively happy with the outcome I began to take various renders using the physical sun and sky 
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again for the stills.  

 

This is one of my favourite renders to come from using the physical sun and sky scene within the 

render settings as it displays the notion earlier mentioned about the time of day adding dramatical 

effect to the building.  Because of the colours used throughout being warm I found that the 

environmental light being emitted blended together well. Other renders included a bright mid-day 

and night time render although I believe these did not highlight the building as well as the sunrise/ 

sunset. 
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I again carried out another batch render this time remembering to turn GI back on within the 

render settings. I took this forward into Nuke using the same settings as the last.  

Overall throughout the creation of the buildings I felt that a lot more detail could have been added 

as well as more interesting polygons however, because of the style throughout the group I found 

myself using very basic shapes. From the two of the buildings created the library was my favourite 

and therefore I will be adding to this via a range of props within practical assignment two including 

the interior of the building in which I will combine a render of both the outside and interior in a 

successful and professional manner suitable for showcasing within an online portfolio.   
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